Switch panel

To remove

1. Ignition switch in the OFF position.
2. Remove the upper and lower steering column covers, 3 screws.
3. Detach the direction indicator and windscreen wiper stalk switches.
4. Remove the SID unit and the radio if fitted. Unplug the connectors and the antenna.
5. Remove the heating and ventilation panel and unplug the connector.
6. Remove the cover on the side of the dashboard.
   Remove the light control panel and connector.
7. Remove the switch for the hazard flashers and the connector.
Remove the remaining switches and their connectors.

8. Remove the switch panel, 6 screws, fastened with 4 clips.

9. Lift out the switch panel.
1. Put the switch panel back in place.

2. From the driver's side, check that the air ducts are correctly positioned.
   
   **Note**
   Check that no contacts or wires have been trapped.

3. Fit the switch panel, fasten with 4 clips and 6 screws.
   
   **Note**
   There is a mark showing which side of the hazard flasher unit should be at the top.

4. Refit the switch for the hazard flashers and reconnect the connector from behind.
   
   Connect and fit the remaining switches.

5. Connect and refit the light control panel.
Refit the cover on the side of the dashboard.

6. Connect and fit the heating and ventilation panel.

7. Connect and fit the SID unit and the radio unit if present.

8. Replace the direction indicator and windscreen wiper stalk switches.

9. Refit the upper and lower steering column covers, 3 screws.